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The explanation of mined knowledge by fuzzy logic
The problem of explainability is pivotal in any knowledge discovery task, particularly in the
medical domain [1]. AI/machine learning demonstrates great successes these days, but is unable
to explain the solution. The users of solutions are mainly domain experts e.g., medical doctors,
who often face the lack of a certain level of in general mathematical and in particular and
statistical literacy. However, the solutions of machine learning algorithms are usually presented
in a mathematical-statistical way. On the other hand, the computing with words concept [2]
offers methods for explaining and disseminating mined knowledge from the data by expressions
of natural language [3]. To reflect the elasticity of adverbs, adjectives and verbal quantifiers,
fuzzy sets offer a “sliding scale” definition of linguistic terms by membership functions. In
addition, fuzzy logic offers a large scale of aggregation functions (e.g., variants of conjunction,
disjunction and mixed functions) to support fitting the input data with their respective outputs.
The powerful way for expressing relations among attributes is linguistic summary, usually a
short quantified sentence of natural language. The solution depends only on the intensities of
belonging to fuzzy sets and therefore we can summarize from the diverse data types. To avoid
summaries based on outliers or low data coverage, quality criteria adjusted to the particularities
of considered tasks are indispensable. The solutions are usually delivered by poorly designed,
yet often disappointingly presented user-interfaces. Developing both easy-to-use and robust
interfaces is a challenging task, because they should reflect users’ needs efficiently. This talk
revolves around the aforementioned challenges.
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